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Wildlife on the move

This winter, Eastern
donated one buffalo and two
elk specimens to the Colville
Confederated Tribes.
The specimens traveled
from
Natatorium Park to the
•
Cheney Cowles museum
before corning to Eastern
where they had been stored
in the campus post office,
Commencement is June 12
which is now being cleared
for renovation.
Eastern will hold a single
Commencement ceremony beginning
Perry Ferguson, a draftsman for the Tribes' planning department, said they are
at 9:30 a.m. Saturday, June 12, in
• pleased to receive the gifts and that the specimens will be displayed at the tribal
Woodward Stadium. This will be the
• museum in Grand Coulee as part of American Indian culture and heritage
first time Commencement is being held •
Hollywood at Eastern
outdoors, and there is no limit on the
The fourth annual EWU Department of Electronic Media, Theatre and Film
number of guests a graduating student
• Professional Seminar on campus features Tim Kelleher April 22 and 23.
may invite to attend.
Kelleher, an Eastern grad '86, is a Hollywood writer and director. He wrote First
In recent years, separate
Commencement ceremonies were held • Kid for Walt Disney Pictures and is now writing a new edition of The Love Boat.
• Kelleher, who also has written episodes for TV shows, will talk about writing for film
for the individual colleges within the
• and film directing.
university.
The seminar is free and open to the public. Please call (509) 359-6390.
"I think it is important to develop
a sense of the university as a whole,
among our students and ourselves,
Correction:
rather than dividing Eastern into
•
In the F~ll 1998 issue of Perspective, the name of Akira Kusaka, president of
segments," said Dr. Stephen Jordan,
Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute, was inadvertently misspelled, and we offer our
Eastern president.• sincere apologies for that error.

• library, e-mail, phone switching, data
• networks and more.
. All systems will be either Y2K
• compliant, including those with
• embedded chip issues, or have
• contingency plans in place by this June
• 30, said Pat Kelley, chair of the Y2K
• Committee at Eastern and dean of
• Libraries.

New sister university
This winter, Eastern entered into a
formal sister university relationship
with Ibaraki University at a signing
ceremony in Cheney. There had been
an informal relationship since 1983.
It is expected that additional
student and faculty exchanges will
result from the sister university status.
Eastern has several other
cooperative programs with Japanese
institutions, including Kobe City
University of Foreign Studies, Asia
University and Mukogawa Women's
University. The university is beginning
development of a relationship with
Iwate Prefectoral _University.
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Child care center ~onting

··

The campus post office relocated to
Isle Hall in April, and the now-vacated
11,520 sq. ft. building on the comer of
Seventh and Washington is being
renovated to become a child care
facility.
About 8,000 sq. ft. will be
developed to accommodate
approximately 100 children, with a
target move-in date of November 1999.
Need for quality, low-cost child care
has been identified by Eastern students
as a top priority.
Jim Moeller, architect at Eastern,
said there is capacity to create space for
200 children in the future.
The construction is funded by state
capital dollars, but student money and
a community development grant are
financing playground equipment and
work to landscape the grounds for
outdoor play.

•

Y2K compliance okayed
Eastern has certified that the
university is Y2K compliant in most of
its critical information technology
systems, such as student information,
financial records, loan management,

•
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From the Eagle Athletic Association
and the Alumni Association
The Mardi Gras Scholarship Auction
sponsored by Yoke's raised nearly
$30,000 for student scholarships.

Live Auction Donors

Adventure in Travel
Skip and Pat Amsden
American Steel
Boesel Motors
Cameo Catering and Event Facility
Cavanaughs
Cheney Free Press
James Choate-Deeds
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Columbia Distribu_ting
The Creek at Qualchan Pro Shop
Crow's Nest Entertainment
Divine Auto and Towing Centers
Jack Fallis
John Fishback
Fotheringham House Bed &
Breakfast
GTE Wireless
Johnson Matthey
Kato Development
Jim Kirschbaum
Kokanee Springs
Lamar Outdoor Advertising
Ray, Helen, Brad and Tambra
Li berg
Luna

John McCormack
MeadowWood Pro Shop
Milford's Fish House
Montana Rockies Rail Tours
Nabisco
Congressman George Nethercutt
Nordstrom's
Opportunity Landscape Services
Pepsi Cola Bottling Company
Pool World
Seattle Seahawks
Smokey's Barbecue
Snyder's Bakery
Amy Jo Sooy, Cheney Mayor
Spear's Furniture
Spokane Chiefs Hockey Club
Spoke'n Sport
Don Strate
Tel-West
Thorne Tibbitts
Tomlinson Black Tibbitts
Twin Lakes Village Pro Shop
Vitner's
Wendy's
Wilcox Farms
Worden's Winery

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY •

A special thank you to the
following individuals who
served on the Auction
Committee and contributed
an enormous amount of time
and energy to the 1999 Mardi
Gras:

Shannon and Greg Green; Dave
and Pam Zack, INBD, Inc.; Mychal
Bighaus, Pepsi Cola Company;
James Choate-Deeds; Ed Clark,
The Clark Company; Judy Crabb,
EWU Athletics Dept. Secretary;
John Dacey; Terry Flynn, EWU
Alumni Director; Mark Gardner,
The Creek at Qualchan; Don
Garves, Executive Director, EAA;
Gary Gibson, Gibson's Nursery;
Linda Howlea, Nextlink; Sue
Kluber, Global Credit Union; Caren
Lincoln, EAA President; Scott
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McCandless, INBD, Inc.; Craig
Mecham, The Mecham Company;
Leslie Mowatt, EWU Human
Resources; Mike Mumford, Paine
Webber; Dan Nagy, Wendy's; Ed
Neunherz, Global Credit Union;
Dick Peirone, Reliance Trailer
Company; Kathy Sawtells, EWU
Comptroller; Gus Simpson,
Adventure in Travel ; Jeff Skeesick,
Medical Service Corporation;
Lynnae Sowers, EWU Alumni ; Mary
Starkey, Global Credit Union;
Thorne Tibbitts, Tomlinson Black
Tibbitts.
Jack Fallis, Global Credit Union
Co-Chair
Ron Raver, Associate Athletic
Director
Co-Chair

T

he resumption of a formal
ceremony not held for some
years at Eastern - the investiture
·of a new president - highlights events
to take place during Founder's Day
activities, the week of April 19.
The formal investiture of Dr.
Stephen Jordan as president of Eastern
Washington University will take place
at a ceremony held Thursday, April 22.
Preceding Dr. Jordan's
formal inauguration,
Dr. John Buechner,
president of the
University of
Colorado, will be the
featured speaker. Dr.
Buechner has been a
long-time mentor for
Dr. Jordan,
encouraging him to get his doctorate
and serving as the head of Dr. Jordan's
dissertation committee.
Founder's Week is an annual group
of activities surrounding a formal
convocation which honors the origins
of Eastern and its founders. Opening its
doors in 1882 to more than 200
students, the Benjamin P. Cheney
Academy-forerunner to Easternbegan a tradition of excellence in
instruction and service to the
community.
Founder's Week is an opportunity .
to recognize our continuing excellence
in a variety of fields. It's a chance to
meet with faculty, past and present.
And, it's an opportunity to hear from
knowledgeable speakers about trends in
education, what the future holds for
tomorrow's students and where Eastern
fits into that future.
At the convocation, scheduled this
year for Tuesday, ·April 20, faculty
awards will be announced and
professors emeriti will be recognized for
their service to Eastern. The convocation
speaker will be Dr. Joseph Cox,
chancellor of the Oregon University
System. Dr. Cox and Dr. Jordan,
Eastern's president, worked together in
Kansas on the State Higher Education
Executive Officers group.
Other scheduled events and
activities include a faculty symposium,
a student essay contest, the EWU
Women's Commission Diversity
Luncheon and a major alumni-student
event sponsored by the College of
Letters, Arts and Social Sciences. A
complete schedule on this page lists all
the events and activities slated for
Founder's Week. We hope you will
choose to attend one or all of the many
activities going on this important week
at Eastern.

•
•

•

nJo~ ul Ceremon~
Presidential Investiture Highlights
Eastern Washington University Founder's Week

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FOUNDER'S WEEK
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
_April 19
EWU Women's Commission, Noon,
location to be determined
Diversity Luncheon
April 20
Founder's Day Convocation, 2 to 4
p.m., Showalter Auditorium
Featured Speaker: Dr. Joseph Cox,
Oregon University System
April 21
Mall Art Dedication and No Host
Barbecue Available, 11:30 a.m., Campus
Mall

• Nationally recognized Anti-Violence
• Speaker: John Stoltenberg, Noon to 1
• p.m., PUB 205
• EWU Faculty Symposium, 2 to 4 p.m.,
Kingston Hall 334/Riverpoint 112
• A panel of faculty facilitated by Dr. Cox
• will react to his comments from the
• day before. Winning es~ays from a
Student Essay Contest will be used as a
• part of the symposium.

•
•

I/Success After Eastern" Reception, 4 - 6
• p.m., Library Foyer. Alumni event for
invited guests of the College of Letters,
Arts & Social Sciences.

•
•

•
•
•'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
:
•

•
•
•
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Speaker Profiles

Dr. Joseph Cox has
been 'chancellor of
the state of Oregon
University System
since 1994, when he
replaced the retiring
Thomas Bartlett.
Prior to that, he was president and
professor of history at Southern Oregon
University, Ashland, from 1987 to
1994. He served as vice president for
Academic Affairs and professor of
history at Northern Arizona University
in Flagstaff. Before that he held various
posts at Towson State University in
Baltimore, Maryland.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
·
•

Dr.John C.
Buechner became
the University of
Colorado's 18th
president in
November 1995.
Prior to his
appointment, he served as chancellor of
UC-Denver (198S-95 ) and in total has
having spent more than 34 years in the
University of Colorado system. Among
other posts he has held there are:
director of public affairs and assistant to
the president; director of community
and local government relations; and
associate dean of arts and sciences.
Buechner is a newly elected fellow of
the National Academy of Public
Administration.
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April 22
Pre-Investiture Luncheon, noon to 1:30
p.m., Albers Court. Luncheon is $6,
payable at the door and open to all
faculty, students, staff, and guests.

• Investiture, 2-4 p.m ., EWU Pavilion
• Featured Speaker: Dr. John Buechner,
: President, University of Colorado

•
•
:
•
•
•
:
•
•
•
•

April 22-23
Fourth Annual Professional Seminar
(Dept. of Electronic Media and Film).
Hollywood screenwriter Tim Kelleher, a
1986 EWU graduate with a number of
theatrical writing credits to his name,
will speak on writing and directing
theatrical motion pictures. Presented in
the University Theatre, the event and is
free and open to ·the public. For hours,
see the article on page 2.

April 22-24
• EWU Library Book Sale, JFK Library,
• Thurs: 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Fri: 7:30
• a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sat: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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RBlend of Cultures

RWealth of Work

ast fall, a major sculpture by
EWU professor of art, Ruben
Trejo, was purchased by the
National Gallery of American Art at the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington,
D.C.
Codex for the 21st Century is 20
feet in scale and is composed of 200
bent and welded nails arranged in a
grid to resemble calligraphy.
Accompanying the sculpture is a text
with viewpoints on language and
speech from individuals such as linguist
Noam Chomsky, Persian poet Rumi
and French theorist Antonin Artaud.
The work will be part of an
exhibition that will travel for two years
before returning to the Smithsonian.
Despite his primary cultural
heritage, Ruben Trejo did not spend his
childhood in the warm, sunny climes
of Latin America.
"My parents were both from
Mexico but somehow they ended up in
Minnesota, almost as far north from
their native land as possible," says Trejo
with a grin. "As a result, I was able to
draw upon a diversity of cultural
influences at an early age, ranging from
my Mexican heritage to the mixed
European cultures of Minnesota."
Trejo's interest in art also began
when he was young. Even in grade
school, he had feeling h e wanted art
to be a big part of his life, though he
had no real concept of what an artrelated career might mean. Starting out
as a music student at the University of
Minnesota, he eventually changed to
art as a major. One of
the first things he
discovered was that art
represents different
things from one
country to another.
"Art in Mexico,
for example, is
pervasive in society it's part of the
community," says
Trejo, "something
everyone gets involved
with. In this country,
art to many people is
primarily something
to go see in a
museum."
Trejo is often asked why he chooses
to emphasize sculpture over other art
forms.
"There's something very sensual
about sculpture that differentiates it
from other forms of art," he replies.
"The sense of touch is integral to the
whole experience and the result, of

a

by John Soennichsen
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course, is always three dimen sional.
Unlike the flat smiace of a painting,
sculptures have tangible depth; and
[unless hanging from a wall] sculptures
can be viewed from 360 degrees. The
experience is also different because
painting means starting with a blank
canvas and creating something out of
your mind. Sculpture uses existing
materials which already have an
inherent appearance; what you do as
an artist is to change these materials
into something else using your
emotions and your hands."
After receiving his bachelor's degree
at the University of Minnesota, Trejo
took time off to explore career options,
then returned to the U. of M. to
complete his master's degree so he
could teach art. He arrived at Eastern
in 1973, assuming that his first
teaching assignment at the Cheney
college would be a stepping stone to
other teaching positions elsewhere.
Instead, he has stayed in Cheney for 26
years. Over those 26 years, Trejo has
developed some very specific teaching
goals.
"For one thing, I hope more than
anything to leave my students with the
ability to analyze art, to be able to see
what truth there is in a piece of art."
Trejo likes to compare sculpting to
the story of Goldilocks, in which the
girl explores the three bears' home until
she finds those things that are "just
right."
"I try to impart to my students the

idea that they need to recognize when
to quit; when and how to know that a
piece of art is essentially finished. With
sculpture, it's often hard for students to
stop adding something here, changing
something there, and never reaching a
point where the piece is done."
Another unique aspect of teaching
sculpture is showing students how to
develop the many hands-on skills
needed to do the job right. Depending
on the type of sculpture being worked
on, students need to learn how to use
chisels, saws and welding torches, all of
which can be dangerous if used
incorrectly.
· "An especially unique aspect of my
responsibilities as a teacher is to keep
my students from killing themselves!"
When discussing art and artists,
there is always the temptation to
categorize both in terms of styles and .
techniques. But Trejo, in many ways,
defies categorization.
"I don't consider my work to
represent any specific style," he says,
"and I prefer to continue
experimenting with a variety of
different forms and styles."
One reason Trejo contends he can
maintain this sort of flexibility is that
he doesn't have a full-time gallery
displaying his works.
"Of course, there are advantages to
having galleries," he admits, "such as
enjoying a regular stream of people
coming in to see your work. But the
disadvantage is that artists are forced to
be more consistent; people come into a
particular artist's gallery expecting to
see a certain kind of art, and you
suddenly need to be consistent when
you begin to be associated with a
certain look, a particular style."
If there is one constant to Trejo's
works, it is their themes of cultural
similarities and differences.
"With each piece I complete, I .try
to play with the cultural aspects of my
life which have influenced my work I
especially like to see people from
completely different cultures reacting to
the pieces I create."
r:j;,

+
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Trejo had this opportunity recently
when a group of visiting teachers from
Korea's Dongguk University viewed a
whimsical sculpture which Trejo had
dubbed Jalapeno Impersonating a Sex
Symbol.
"Humor is often universal," says
Trejo, "and they loved that particular
piece. It illustrated to me how art can
communicate to a wide variety of
people even as it transcends culture."
Humor frequently plays a part in
Trejo's work, but he contends that
profound elements can often be
portrayed best through humor.
"Sometimes it's the best way to
communicate an important thought,"
he says.
Trejo's Smithsonian-bound work
called 'Codex includes text by a wide
variety of commentators on the role
and purpose of ~ommunication,
specifically written and spoken
language. Most who view the work see
it as a visual metaphor for language
itself, but Trejo is quick to say that art is
something people need to analyze and
assess on their own.
"The questions people ask about a
piece of art have no set answers. People
have to decide for themselves what it

• says to them."
After more than two decades of
• teaching and creating works of art,
• Trejo says he has slowed down his
• schedule, but has no intention of
• settling back and resting on his laurels.
"When you love what you do, you
• never really leave it, even if you do ·
• slow down a bit. I like reading
• personality stories about people who
• continue doing what they enjoy until
• the day they die. Like the 90-year-old
• doctor who still operates or Philip
: Johnson, the 92-year-old architect who
• says he spends his days no differently
• now than when he was in his 50s."
Does Trejo ever take time to reflect
• on his past works? Does he have any
• favorites?
"You know," he answers, "creating
• art is like rai~ing a family and having
• somebody ask you which child you
love the best. That's what works of art
• are to an artist - like children. And
: studying earlier works I've done is
• almost like looking at photos of myself
• at different stages of my life. I look at a
• piece of art and remember what I was
• doing at that point in my life and
• career."
Trejo's works have been exhibited

•

•
•

all across the United States and in other
countries, including Mexico. Newly
sculpted pieces are often purchased and
displayed as soon as they have been
finished, but Trejo says others have
hung on his wall for 10 years before
somebody has really "seen" them - as
if for the first time - and purchased
them for exhibition.
Trejo's materials are as varied as his
• styles. When he first explored sculpture
• in college, he began working with
• wood. In fact, his 1980 wooden
: sculpture titled, "Ties," (24 laminated
• wood ties in a row) still hangs in the
• first floor of Showalter Hall. In the
• years that followed, he has dealt with a
• variety of materials.
"Often, I'll work on three, four or
• five pieces with similar themes and
• materials, then move to something
• completely different. I've worked with
: . just about every kind of material except
• stone/' he says. "And, I plan to do
: something with stone before too long."
•
Regardless of the raw materials
• Trejo uses, he employs a similar process
• of coming to terms with those
• materials and developing the theme
• and style of each individual project.
"Much of the art I create is the
• product of a solitary, one-to-one
• process; it's just me and the art, me
• putting myself into the art."
This is not to say that Trejo is
• isolated from society in some self• imposed retreat for days at a time. In
• fact, the very nature of his work means
• he must journey out to discover the
• materials he needs and buy them at
• places not normally associated with
• creative artists.
"I went to a large hardware outlet
• to buy these nails," he recalls, "and
: would you believe I couldn't just buy a
• box of 200 or 300? The guy had to
• count each one out and put it in a box
• while I stood there."
You can't help but wonder if
• Auguste Rodin experienced the same
• frustrations.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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H.O.M.E. is

Where the
Hope is.

I

f you've been to college,
you know it represents a
major expenditure of
time, energy and money. It
can also be stressful; between
registering for classes,
selecting a major, writing
papers and studying for tests,
it's a wonder more students
don't bail out before
graduation.
Now, consider what it
would be like to start your
college years as a single
parent with
one or more
small
children,
limited
economic
means and
the mixed
emotions
that come
with a desire
to pursue an
education
and be a
good parent.
Thanks
to Eastern's
H.O.M.E. Program, more than 300
students a year have a place on campus
to go for counseling and child care
referrals, help with housing and finances,
and other important services. The
H.O.M.E. acronym means Helping
Ourselves Means Education; it refers to the
markedly better chance that low-income
people have for improving their financial
situation if they have a college degree.
Most students using the program's
services are low-income, single parents
who have chosen education to rise
above poverty and improve the quality
of their lives. H.O.M.E. supports the idea
that a quality education plays a major
role in fighting poverty in communities
throughout our state and the nation.
Eastern's H.O.M.E. program began as
a spin-off from an innovative project at
Washington State University, but while
the WSU program shut down in the late
1980s, Eastern's program grew and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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thrived. Currently, EWU is the
only university in the nation
with a successful H.O.M.E. Program on its campus.
In the early years (198587), the program concentrated
on focus and support groups
and providing information to
low-income, single-parent
women on escaping the
poverty trap through higher
education. Soon, a newsletter
was started and programs and
presentations were added. The
greatest need then, as now, was
affordable child care. This
prompted coordinators to start
a modest scholarship account.
It began through the EWU
Foundation and, in 1987, the
first $500 scholarship was
awarded.
H.O.M.E. is funded
through directed contributions,
such as through Eastern's
Employee Combined Fund
Drive; other individual and
business contributions; and
donations of materials for
events such as an annual
auction. Since the program's earliest
years, contributions from all sources
have risen steadily. In 1990, for example,
Combined Fund Drive contributions
totaled just $760, while in 1993, the
total from that source was $1,900. Last
year, total contributions were sufficient
for the program to award six childcare
scholarships of $900 each.
Unfortunately, while incoming
support has grown, the need for help
has risen as well. And child care
expenses are among the most significant
barriers for parents beginning or
returning to college.
"As public assistance levels have
dropped, II says Laure1 Kearns, H .o .M .E.
program coordinator, "we often find
ourselves in a crisis management mode."
According to TomKarier, professor of
economics at Eastern, "The new direction
of welfare reform at both state and federal
levels has generally reduced the options
available for welfare recipients who wish to
complete a two- or four-year college degree
or master's degree."
In his 1998 article, Welfare Graduates:
College and Financial Independence (Jerome
Levy Economic Institute Policy Notes),
Karier presents his study results showing
that "the returns to a college degree for
welfare recipients are sufficiently high to
make post secondary education a
particularly promising avenue to
financial independence."
Providing the opportunity for such
individuals to pursue that college

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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education is a key
role of H.O.M.E., says
Kearns. And the best
gauge of the
program's success is
found in the praise
offered by students
who have used its
services. Two of
them are Christine
Chase and Nadine
Van Stone.
An education
major in her senior
year at Eastern,
Chase cares about
children and wants
to teach-reading at
the elementary level .
after graduation.
Before discovering
H.O.M.E., however,
she found that she
couldn't pursue her
studies and provide
her own second
grade daughter the
time and attention
she deserved.
"Between
working, attending classes and
studying, it was hard to make the
time for my daughter that she needed
and thaU wanted to spend with her."
A H.O.M.E. day care scholarship
allowed Chase more hours in the week
to attend classes and study during the
day, then devote her evenings to her
daughter.
"The H.O.M.E. Program has been
a great help to me and my daughter,"
Chase says.
In the case of Nadine Van Stone,
(B.A. '90, M.A. '92) she had lived and
worked on a farm before separating
from her husband in the late 1980s.
"I had no outside work
experience, no bank account ... I
didn't even have a driver's license,"
she recalls. "Basically, I hadn't made a
decision for myself in years."
Fortunately, the first decision she
made after all those years was the
right one. Following the advice of
friends, she decided to go back to
school, emolling at Eastern in 1988 as
an applied psychology major.
Nadine remembers visiting the
Women's Center at Eastern and
finding solace just sitting in the
lounge and seeing other women who
shared problems like hers. It was also
at the Women's Center that she first
heard about the H.O.M.E Program.
"I think the amount of my
H.O.M.E. scholarship was $8001 11 she
says, "which may not seem like
PERSPECTIVE •

SPRING
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much, but at that time it was a
huge help to have the extra
money available. With a son
in third grade and a daughter
in pre-school, I was attending
classes, doing work-study and
working another job to earn
any money I could to pay the
rent each month."
Today, Van Stone has a
satisfying job in the field of
vocational rehabilitation for
Goodwill Industries.
Scholarships awarded
through the H.O.M.E. Program
are funded through a number
of sources. One of these is an
annual silent auction of
donated items. This year's
auction will be held Thursday,
April 29, from noon to 6 p.m.
in the Pence Union Building
on the Cheney campus.
Eastern alumni are invited
to come and bid on a large
assortment of donated items.
Examples from past years
include: books, music, theater
tickets, dinners, toys, crafts,
quilts, ceramics, jewelry and
artwork.
"We'd also love for local businesses,
organizations and individuals to consider
donating a gift for the auction," says
Kearns, who can be reached at (509)
359-4237.
A recent H.O.M.E. off-shoot is
H.O.P.E. (Helping Ourselves Prepare for
Employment), a program designed to
enhance opportunities for EWU
students to seek employment and
explore career areas free from the
restrictions of poverty, child care
problems and housing needs.
The new program will provide
subsidized housing to lower living costs
for students with full-time academic
schedules, full-time parenting
responsibilities and part-time jobs.
"Most welfare graduates have
demonstrated considerable success in
earning sufficiently high wages to work
their way out of Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC)
dependency, says Tom Kari er. "This
population, like any group of people, is
destined to suffer hardships associated
with health issues, psychological
problems, family crises, and just bad
luck. But given these possibilities, it
appears that most [public assistance]
recipients graduating from Eastern
Washington University have
experienced considerable economic
success."
11

by John Soennichsen
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Eastern Alumni Spend a Day in Olympia ·

I

• featured addressees by both co-speakers
f anything was proven during last
• of the House, Republican Clyde Ballard,
year's merger scare at Eastern, it was
• from Wenatchee, and Democrat Frank
that dedicated alumni can make a
• Chopp, from Seattle.
difference. Contacting their legislators,
"All of us involved with
writing letters to their local
this event were so pleased
newspapers and contacting
with both the alumni
EWU to show their support,
turnout and the response by
Eastern alumni played a
legislators, 11 says Durrie,
pivotal role in keeping their
"that we're definitely
alma mater independent
planning to do it again next
and in touch with the
year. And this time we'll
community it serves.
have a whole year to
Given the grass-roots
coordinate the day's
support for Eastern that
activities."
arose in a time of crisis,
The favorable response
members of Eastem's
by
legislators
was one of the
Alumni Legislative Network
most rewarding aspects of
were especially enthusiastic
the event.
about the prospect of
"Legislators are
recruiting alumni to attend
receptive to the viewpoints
the first Higher Education
The Alumni Legislative
and suggestions of alumni
Day in Olympia,
due to our personal
Washington on February 11. Network, chaired by
Eric Christensen, is a
experiences," says
Eastern alumni volunteer organization
Christensen. "The sharing
about two dozen in all formed to enhance,
of personal experiences can
were part of a statewide
shape an institution's image
support and promote
contingent of alums from
and leave a lasting
Eastem's ·mission to
all six public four-year
impression with legislators."
institutions in Washington
government leaders. A
Both Durrie and
state to descend upon the
steering committee has
Christensen acknowledge
capital for a day of
been assembled to
that not all alums are
legislative visits, committee
provide grassroots
interested
in legislative
hearings, addresses by the
support during the
but
still want to help
affairs
co-speakers of the House,
legislative session and their
alma
mater where
and a reception at the
to develop the structure
they can. Fortunately,
governor's mansion.
of the network.
opportunities abound in a
"Higher Education Day
Additional
variety of areas. Eastern
is an opportunity to
volunteers are needed
alums are busy year-round
enhance relationships
to phone or write
recruiting new students,
between the state
legislators to show
selecting students to receive
universities and legislators,"
support for Eastern's
scholarships, helping
says Eric Christensen (BAlegislative agenda. For
students by sharing
'93). Christensen majored
more information, call
information and advice,
in government and
EWUAA at 359-6303 or represent EWU at local
domestic public
events, helping at alumni
1-888-EWU-ALUM.
administration at Eastern
receptions, joining
and now works as a
legislation networks,
planning coordinator for
the city of Bellingham. He is an EWUAA • contacting other alums in their area, and
more.
board member and chair of the Alumni
"Personally," says Christensen, "I
Legislative Network.
• also participate in alumni social events
"Alumni support of such events is
. and athletics, but only on a limited basis
needed due to competing interests for
• due to my residency on the west side. I
limited taxpayers' dollars," he adds.
• believe I can best provide assistance to
"Higher Education Day" was an
undeniable success, 11 says George Durrie, • the university regarding legislative
• matters due to my understanding of the
director of government relations at
Eastern. "Not only did alumni fr0m the • legislative process and interest in public
• policy."
six institutions get a lot out of it, but
The Alumni Association Office at
legislators in Olympia found it very
• Eastern is always happy to hear from
impressive that we pulled off the event
• alumni who want to help in a number
in a short amount of time, and that so
• of ways. If you'd like to participate in
many university and college alumni
• legislative, fundraising, recruitment or
attended."
• other areas, call the EWUAA at 359-6303
Held at the Indian Summer Golf &
or 1-888-EWU-ALUM. by John Soennichsen
Country Club in Olympia, the event
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Along with warm, homespun service, members of
Washington School Employees Credit Union enjoy some
pretty nice perks.
Eligible members can get in on auto loan rates as low as

7% APR (depending on down payment and loan length}
and home equity loans at an incredible 8% APR.
•

To join Washington School Employees Credit Union, you
must be a Washington school employee or the relative of
a member and live in Washington.
*Rates, terms, and availability are subject to change without notice.
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Was.:ingion School Employees
~Credit Union '
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at PEMCO Financial Services
2002 North Atlantic Street, Spokane • 328-8500
325 Eastlake Avenue E., Seattle• 628-4010
l-888-628-4010 toll free• TDD access: l-800-628-6070
www.wsecu.org
02175 09/1998
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or the past nine months, 15 new :
master's students have been taking •
graduate-level classes at Eastern. This·
alone is not unique, nor is the fact that •
most are all full-time teachers seeking a •
master's in education. What is unusual is :
that while they were pursuing a heavy
courseload, they also were mastering the :
English language.
Typically, international students must·
do one of two things before enrolling in :
academic programs at either the
undergraduate level at Eastern. They mus(
either pass a TOEFL test (Test of English •
as a Foreign Language) or they must take:
coursework within the English Language •
Institute (ELI), which teaches English as ASecond Language.
•
In the case of the Taiwan Professional•
Educator's Program - a graduate
:
program especially designed for teachers •
from Taiwan - the Graduate Affairs
:
Council last spring approved variations in.
the requirements to waive the TOEFL
requirements and allow the language
component to be part of the curriculum. :
In addition to the 48 quarter credit l).ours.
they earn toward their education degrees,·
they also take 20 credits of ELI language :
component.

F

The Start of Something Big?
The motivation for Taiwanese
•
teach ers to come to Eastern and immerse •
themselves in this intensive, dual-purpose:
program is clear.
"To teach in Taiwan, says Mary
Brooks, director of the English Language
Institute, "it's extremely important to
have a master's degree, both to satisfy
new government regulations and to get a•
substantial salary increase."
:
The program was developed by Mary•
Brooks, Alan Coelho, chair of the
:
graduate program in physical education, •
and Neville Hosking, dean of the College :
of Education & Human Development.
Recruitment of the first group of teachers •
was handled by a Taiwanese contact, Lisa :
Chan, who works as an 'educational
•

Earnin
a
as theu
Master
Above, Yu-Ming Tsai a Taiwanese teacher studying at Eastern, poses with his wife,
Ming-Chu Hsu, and their two sons, Jack and Evan.
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the ~anguage
agent' in Asia, recruiting students for
American universities. After meeting
with Brooks and other members of the
faculty and administration at Eastern,
she arranged for the 15 Taiwanese
teachers to come to Eastern and study
for an M.Ed. with a concentration in
either physical education or curriculum
and instruction.
Russ Hubbard, a professor of
education at Eastern, is the program's
coordinator within the education
department. He sees this initial
experiment as the beginning of
something big.
"It's the total support that
differentiates this program from those
offered at other American universities,"
Hubbard contends. "The ELI inSt ructors
work one-on-one with the Taiwanese
students and even attend classes \tjth
them in order to grasp the subject
matter and teaching style of the
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professors; this allows them to better
communicate with the Taiwanese
students about their studies and the
expectations of the instructors. The
program's language component students learning English through the
subject matter _ is what makes it truly
unique."
"It's also become clear," he adds,
"that the TOEFL doesn't test a student's
ability to participate in a seminar
setting. I'm sure that's why the GAC
gave the program a waiver in this case,
because it appears that the integration
component will leave these graduates
with a command of the language just
as good if not better than those coming
with a TOEFL score only."
Jim Wasem is a professor of
physical education, health and
recreation at Eastern, as well as program
coordinator for the Taiwanese Teachers
Program within the PEHR department.
After spending eight months with nine
of the 15 students, he has only positive
things to say about them.
"I've had nothing but great
relationships with the nine Taiwanese
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• P.E. majors I've worked with," says
• Wasem. "I had them in an issues class
in the interim between summer and
• fall and this was their first class, their
first real experience with the American
• educational system. I found them all to
• be excellent, outstanding students. Sure,
• they struggled with the English
language, but I don't know any
• Chinese or Taiwanese at all, so it
• amazed me how well they did, given
• their level of English."
Lisa Chan, the program's Asian
• recruiter, believes that positive reports
• about the program will increase the
interest among Taiwanese teachers to
• the extent that at least two cohort
groups will come to EWU during the
• coming year. According to Chan, what
appealed to the group who are here
• now was the student-centered approach
• of the program and the support offered
• by the ELL
"Eastern's program is slightly more
• expensive than some others out there, "
she says, "but the students get so much
more out of it that they're willing to
• pay that little extra."

1999
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Academic Culture Shock
According to Russ Hubbard, it isn't
only the Taiwanese students who
benefit from the program.
"There's a tremendous benefit for
American students in our "master'splus" certification program," says
Hubbard. "The plus program comprises
both classwork and sending our
students out into the schools. What
we've done is to integrate the
Taiwanese students into our master's
certification courses. As a result,

American students are learning
firsthand how to work alongside nonnative speakers. Also, American
students get the opportunity to learn
how teaching is done in Taiwan.
Another benefit is that the Taiwanese who come here are already teachers,
and future teachers can always learn a
lot of things from experienced ones,
whatever their venue or native culture."
Hubbard himself says he has
learned a great deal about the
educational system in Taiwan.
"One of the most interesting
things," he says, "is that - unlike our
ACT and SAT tests, which indicate
general areas in which a student excels
- the Taiwanese take tests before
college which actually tell them the
subjects they will study. The major, in
other words, is selected for them.
Classroom structure is also a lot
different in Taiwan, and we've been
able to get a good look at that structure
through the Taiwanese teachers in this
program. In Taiwan, even at the lowest
grade levels, the students elect a class
leader and all of them have roles to
play, jobs to do, whether it's cleaning
the chalkboard, straightening the room,
whatever. They also have tremendous
respect for their teachers, and that
respect is shown by not interrupting or
interacting as much with their teachers
as students do here. This accounts in
part for the stereotype that Asian

+

· students are reserved and less likely to
• participate in classroom discussions." As faculty members, Hubbard says
• he and his fellow EWU professors have
• learned more than anybody from the
: program. He also found himself taking
• another look at his own teaching
• methods when considering his non• native speaking students.
"I began to understand what they
• were going through," he explains,
• "because I'd been to Mexico with my
: wife, who is quite fluent, and as she
• and some other colleagues were
• speaking with the local people, I not
• only felt lost, but exhausted as I worked
• to translate where I could and keep up
• with them. Midway through fall
• quarter, I got feedback from some of
• my American students, and they told
• me I was using too many metaphors • 'cool as a cucumber' or 'don't chicken
• out' - those sorts of things. So, we
• made a list of American metaphors and
• the Taiwanese made a list of theirs.
• Seeing the absurdity of t~irs made us
• realize how equally absurd our own
• must sound to them."
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Continuous Support and Assistance
· To watch the small groups of
Taiwanese teachers as they walk across
campus to class or share lunch at the
student union, it's easy to assume
they've all been close friends for years.
The truth is that none of them knew
each other before coming to Eastern
last August. They are bound by a
common language, of course, but when
they first arrived they were as
unfamiliar with each other as with
their American hosts.
This, perhaps, made it all the more
important for them to fonn quick,
bonding relationships with their
Eastern hosts. Key to this process was
Sophia Liao, who was a newly arrived
ELI student herself just seven years ago
(see Perspective feature, Spring 1997).
She has since earned her ESL certificate
and a bachelor's in business
administration, and has nearly
completed her master's degree in
Teaching English as Second Language.
As an ELI instructor and primary
contact for the 15 teachers who hail
from her own native land, she works
with a small, but dedicated group of
International Peer Advisors (IPAs) to
monitor their progress in class and help
with specific concerns about their
education or cultural adaptation. (IPAs
are regular EWU students who are hired
to help the teachers get out into the
community, take them on short

• calls for reflection and asks for their
• opinion.
"They just aren't used to this,"
• explains Liao, "because in Taiwan it is
• believed that students are empty
: baskets to be filled by their teacher. The
• interchange of ideas between student
• and professor is foreign to them since
• they've been attuned to the 'drill and
• practice' form of teaching."
Liao believes the Taiwanese
• teachers will take some of this new
: openness to inquiry with them when
• they return to Taiwan, though she
• admits that teaching methods there
• probably won't change overnight.
"I do think that when they go
• back, they will question their students
• more and ask for their views on
• things," she says.

• outings, and act as cultural aides.)
During classes, Liao and other ELI
• instructors sit in back of the class and
• observe. If students break into groups,
• the instructors float around and listen
: to the group discussions, answering any
• questions and getting discussions going
• when necessary.
To prepare for their classroom
• monitoring, Liao and the ELI teachers
• received some advance information
• about course content for their own
: benefit and to help the Taiwanese
• understand from the start just what the
• instructor would expect of them.
•
"In the beginning," she explains,
• "we showed them examples of what
• their writing should look like; we
• discussed the differences between
• Chinese and American writing, to get
• them started."
"Sophia and I also do some editing
• of their work," says Rochelle Oertel, a
• graduate teaching assistant with the
• program. "We show them places where
• they could phrase things differently,
• that sort of thing. It's funny, too,
• because you try so hard not to offend
• someone by marking all over their page
• with a red pen, but we discovered
: quickly that they want all the direction
• they can get. They practically begged us
• for criticism."
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An Eastern graduate with master's
degrees in both public school
administration and elementary
education, Oertel is representative of
the level of talent available to assist
international students at EWU.
"We're here to answer day-to-day
questions and to provide direction,"
adds Liao, "but we can't do their work
for them; we can't tell them how they
should answer a course-related
question."
One of the greatest challenges the
Taiwanese students have is adapting to
classes in which the course content
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The Value of Friendship
Given the number of political,
economic and international relations
issues which have surfaced over the
past few years, it's reasonable to wonder
if the Taiwanese teachers get involved
in topical discussions while in the U.S.
The answer is that, in most cases, they
are so involved with their studies and
cultural assimilation that they scarcely
have time to watch the evening news,
let alone discuss current events with
their new Taiwanese and American
friends.
There's also the chance that heavy
discussions of political theory could
threaten the friendships they've made
with American students and instructors
while here. And friendship is a big part
of the EWU program, one which
differentiates it from -other American
programs for international students.
"On weekends and breaks, we'll
have them for dinner, take them to the
movies or on camping trips," says
Oertel. "Whatever we do as a group, it
has almost always been a new
experience for them. The opportunity
to do little things we take for granted
- picking apples, going to a pumpkin
patch, watching a meteor shower - are
things they'll always remember."
"Earlier this winter I remember
getting a call from one of the teachers
in the middle of the night," says Liao.
"It scared me and I was expecting an
emergency, but the excited voice at the
other end of the phone had simply
called me to me tell me that it was
snowing."

by John Soennichsen
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Call for your free Summer
Session Catalog and check
out an array of courses so
fulfilling, your brain will
actually grow faster than
your lawn!
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• Wash water treatment systems

\aO-guage
barriers\

• Pressure washers

we

315 W. M1ss1on #10 Spokane, WA 99201

Marta Reyes '90

Providing Language translation services for the medical, legal
and business community. Over 42 languages. Private
tutoring. Video yoice-overs.
Traducciones legales, medicas y de negocios. Mas de 42 idiomas.
Clases privadas. Grabacion de videos.

• Waste oil heaters
• Oil filter cntShers
• Anti-freeze Distillers
• Concrete cleaner
• EDI training

Pollution Control Systems
W as te Oil a nd Wa s h Wate r Mana gement Equ ip ment

Nadine Gage Sullivan '65
Owner
20711 E. Euclid, Suite B, Otis Orchards, WA 99207
Pllo11e: (509)924-8803 Fax: (509)921-5605
email:s111/ynm@>spokane.11et

Conveniently located near ca'!lpus

ftlO,-\i\5 f,LIJl1llflltl),.,

If you're an E
alum, and you'd like to
share news about your
products or services "Yith
more than 60,000 collegeeducated readers, call us
(509) 359-2396.

c~t~{>'
235-6137
625 B Street
Cheney, WA
99004
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Family Dentistry

993-0789

C/assof'72

Office Hours
By Appointment

SHO
Showies' Bistro...
Cheney's newest restaurant

Tom Showalter '87
414 First St, Cheney, WA 99004 (509)235-6294 TShowie@aol.com

Residential - Commercial
Lake Cabins - Inspections

G

'-5

Bruce Pettit
B.A. 111

B.s. '79

COMPUTER
COUNSELING SERVICE, INC.

Consider it done

Computers
Software
Service
Training
Hardware
Networking
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LARRY MOBERG '85

President
14 E. Mission, Spokane, WA 99202
Phone: (509) 326-7030, Fax: (509) 326-6979
email: lmoberg@ccsspokane.com
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ALUMNI PROFILE
Peter Campbell, ·a counselor for
Eastern's American Indian Studies
Program and a friend of Boyd's, took
the kids on a tour of campus before the
concert. He also took them to meet
Eastern's basketball players and to shoot
some hoops. After the concert, they
were able to meet and visit with Jim
Boyd.
"I've seen Boyd in concert a couple
of times," added Denny. "I am a big
fan of his music, and of the fact that he
talks about his own recovery from
alcohol use in his music."
"I'm a recovering alcoholic of eight
years," says Boyd. "A lot of my material
comes from dealing with my own
personal issues. After I started my
recovery I started dealing with things,
where I hadn't before."
Boyd says he usually writes to
facilitate his own healing process, and
not so much with other people in
mind.
"Boyd sings about both personal
and political issues, like grief, addiction,
love, family, the pain of prejudice,
Indian pride, and healing," Denny says.
"I think his music holds a message of
hope not only for Native Americans,
but for all people."
Boyd has been into music since he
was very young.

"Going into
music wasn't really
a choice. Sometimes
it's just in you,,, says
\ . . [ho say~
7 you can
\ \ never go
home·again? For ·
songwriter and
musician Jim Boyd,
performing at
Eastern is doing
just th~t.

·~·. l.\

Prevention Program. It was Den
who organized an acoustic cone...
Boyd in the PUB multipurpose
that occurred on Feb. 4.
"The concert is important bE
it is bringing many different peo·
together to support alcohol and I
abuse prevention," said Denny p:
the event.
As an example, children fron
Medicine Wheel School were
scheduled to attend the concert.
Medicine Wheel is an alternative
school for at risk Native Americar
Children.

Boyd. " I remember even having little
astic musical instruments around
en I was about four years old.
11
I started playing guitar at around
13. My brother had a guitar under
bed, and I used to sneak it out and
ch my self how to play," Boyd adds.
me friends of mine and I started a
nd when we were in Junior High."
"When we first started performing
didn't really know how to play.
ere was one drumbeat that we used
pretty much all of our songs. We
re basically just jamming," Boyd
lains.
"I was the singer in the band who
y didn't know the words. I was
re interested in the music than the
. ·cs," he recalls. "Now I'm more
ijterested in the words, and the music
has become more simplistic."
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Boyd's music was recently featured
in the MIRAMAX film Smoke Signals
which was filmed on the Coeur d'
Alene Indian Reservation, and was
produced by writer Sherman Alexie.
The movie was adapted from Alexie's
novel Tonto and the Lone Ranger:
Fistfight in Heaven. Alexie is affiliated
with both the Coeur d' Alene and the
Spokane tribes.
"I met Sherman in 1992 at the
Columbia Music Festival," Boyd says.
"He was writing a novel called
Reservation Blues. We kicked around the
idea of me putting music to it. For each
chapter, he's got a song to go with it.
We've done lots of performing
together," said Boyd. "He kept sending
me lyrics, and I would put them to
music"
Boyd has produced four albums.
The first was Reservation Bound,
followed byUnity, Reservation Blues-the
soundtrack, and finally his latest
album, First Come, Last Served.
Boyd also performed a song called
"Small World" which was written by
Alexie, for a compilation disk from the
Malibu Honor the Earth concert called
Honor on the Daemon Records label.
Other artists on the disk include the
Indigo Girls, Bonny Raite, Toad the
Wet Sprocket, John Trudel, and
Mathew Sweet, along with many
others.
Boyd runs a recording studio called
Rez Recording, and he produces his
albums under his Thunderwolf Records
label.
"I think Boyd's EWU concert is
about honoring diversity and bringing
an Eastern alumni back to campus who
has gone on to do great things," says
Denny.

by Jennifer Hanington
This article originally appeared in

• The Easterner, the student newspaper of
• Eastern Washington University.
• Jennifer Harrington is a reporter for The

• Easterner.
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Spring Calendar of Events

Show Your Eagle Pride ·
Henley, long gray
sleeves or short
red sleeves

April 17 Tawanka meeting, Cheney
Chicano Latino Alumni and Scholarship Reception, Spokane Ridpath, 6:308:30 p.m.

D
April 19 EWU Women's Commission Diversity Luncheon, noon, location tba

A

April 20 Founder's Day Convocation 2- 4 p.m., Showalter Auditorium. Speaker:
Dr. Joseph Cox, Oregon University System
April 21 Mall Art Dedication; no-host barbecue available 11:30 a.m., campus mall
John Stoltenberg, nationally recognized anti-violence speaker: noon to 1 p.m.,
PUB 205
EWU Faculty Symposium, 2-4 p.m., Kingston Hall 334/ Riverpoint 112. A
panel of faculty facilitated by Dr. Cox will react to his comments from the
day before. Winning essays from a Student Essay Contest will be used as a part
of the symposium.

'',.,,,,),

White sweatshirt
or short sleeve
t-shirt

"Success After Eastern" Reception, 6 p.m., Library Foyer College of Letters,
Arts and Social Sciences Alumni event for invited guests.
"Soar Into Spring" information night for prespective students; held at Global
- Credit Union, Spokane, 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.

E

: ·... with this EWU Alumni Merchandise
Memorabilia Order Form
Alumni I-Shirts, Sweatshirts and Henleys: Sizes: S, M, L,. XL, XXL, XX.XL

April 22 Pre-Investiture Luncheon noon-1:30 p.m., Albers Court. Luncheon is
$6.00, payable at the door and open to all faculty, students, staff, and guests.
Investiture 2-4 p.m., EWU Pavilion Speaker: Dr. John Buechner, president,
University of Colorado
April 22-23 Fourth Annual Professional Seminar (Dept. of Electronic Media, Theatre
& Film). Tim Kelleher (B.A. '86) will discuss writing and directing theatrical
motion pictures in two presentations at the EWU University Theatre. Call 3596390 for complete information.

•

(A) Diamond Design--Red with White/Black Lettering or White with Red/Black Lettering.
- T-Shirts--$20.00 each.
Color_ _ _ _ _ _ Size_ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ __
Sweatshirts--$30.00 each.
, Color_ _ _ _ _ _ Size_ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ __
(B) White with Red EWU ALUMNI
T-Shirts--$20.00 each.
Size._ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ __
Sweatshirts--$30.00 each.
Size._ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total$ _ __
(C) Red EWU logo Embossed Sweatshirt--$40.00 each.

Size_ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ _ _

April 22-24 EWU Library Book Sale, JFK Library
Thurs: 7:30 a.m.-11 p.m.; Fri: 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
April 24-25 EWUAA Board Strategic Planning Meeting, Chelan

(D) Gray Henleys--$25.00 each. Long Gray Sleeves with Red Eagle logo.
Size_ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ __
Red Short Sleeves--$25.00 each. Gray with Red Eagle logo.
Size_ _ _ Quantity_ _ _ Total$ _ __

April 26 EWU Summer Session registration begins (for your free catalog, call
1-800-999-8363)

(E) Standard size License Plate Bracket with red and white lettering.
Single--$15.00 each. Set--$27.00 each.
Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ __
Call for information about our new polos and mock turtlenecks!

April 28 Dialogue Speaker Series: Andrew Sullivan, "Friendship: The Forgotten
Relationship," 7:30 p.m., Showalter Auditorium

Also available from the Washington State Department of Licensing: EWU Eagle License Plates.
(F) Brass Diploma--$65.00 each. Quantity_ _ _ Total $_ __
Brass diploma mounted on a walnut plaque. Include your graduation year and degree.
Please print your name as you would like it to appear on the plaque.

April 28-29 Golden Alumni Reunion, Cheney
May 10 Deadline for Homecoming Art Contest (see page 15 for details)
May 14 COBPA Golf Tournament

(G) Showalter Hall Limited Edition Lithographs. Lithographs of an oil painting by Pacific Northwest
artist, Carl Funseth. The scene is a front view of Showalter Hall and the "Herculean" pillars and walls,
circa 1940s. Call toll free: (800) 237-4433 for ordering information.

EWU Jazz Concert, 7:30 p.m., Showalter Auditorium, (EWUAA- sponsored
Reception)
May 15 EWU's Family Weekend BBQ (EWUAA Harley Davidson Drawing held at
Family Weekend BBQ)
June 12 Commencement Ceremonies, EWU Cheney Campus

..

Make check payable to EWUAA. Return checks and order to the EWU Alumni Office,
MS-122, Eastern Washington University, 526 5th Street, Cheney, WA 99004-2431. Telephone, toll free, (888) EWU-ALUM; FAX (509) 359-4229; or E-mail lsowers@ewu.edu.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

Zip _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FOUNDATION
Message From the Chair
It has been a great year for Eastern,
and alumni, parents and friends are
leading the way toward one of the best
years ever for support of EWU. With
the fiscal year rushing toward a June 30
deadline, we are on pace to have one of
the best two or three years in the ~
history of the Foundation.
This means several things: more
students are receiving the fin_ancial
support necessary to help them achieve
their dreams of a college education; the
excellent classroom experience which is
the hallmark of an Eastern education is
consistently enhanced; the Cheney
campus continues to grow and
improve; Eastern faculty continue to
shine, proving that day in and day out
they provide a superior learning
environment.
The Foundation Board is currently
looking at ways to have an even larger
impact on the university. It's an
exciting time for Eastern and the future
is bright. We hope that through your
generosity we can make the coming
years brighter still.
The concept of supporting your
alma mater is not new, though we at
Eastern are still a bit on the young side
of this tradition. Because of the support
of thousands, great things are possible
at EWU. As more and more of you
jump on board, our future is limitless.
Thank You!

With three months to go in
fiscal year 1999, contributions
and donors are both
approaching record-setting
paces, as seen by the charts
below. Please be a part of this
exciting year and send your
gift to the EWU Foundation
today!

A Lifetime of Music Comes to Eastern
George Ross was an
accomplished pianist who
worked as a teacher,
composer, performer and
lecturer for more than
40 years. Born in
Winnipeg, Canada,
he received his
bachelor's degree
from the University
of Manitoba in 1951.
He also attended the
Royal Conservatory
of Music at the
University of
Toronto and the
Banff School of Fine
Arts. In 1960 he
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in large part due to all the
hospitality and resources
available to him at
Eastern during those
years," says Rivers.
When he passed
away in August of
last year, Ross
bequeathed to
Eastern a
substarttial
collection of
books, recordings,
sheet music and
other items he had
been compiling for
years.
"It is a very
imposing
collection;" says
Rivers, "certainly one
of the largest.p rivate,
t,.collectioris in ttie
Jstate;''; . ,;,
.
f To: be:·housed.in the
,.~JEI{ Library;-"the Ross
.., ")Collection contains more
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Sheila Masteller, Chair
Foundation Board
0

Ever wanted to look up a old classmate, but didn't know his phone number, let alone where he lives?
Planning to invite a former sorority
sister to your wedding, but don't know
her married name?

Ever wondered how many other Eastern grads live and work in the same
city you do?

a o e • • • • • o • • • • o • a • • • •

1997 1998 1999
Fiscal Year
(lh,oughFeb.'8)

For at least a few hundred reasons, a directory of EWU alumni can be pretty useful. Our last
directory was printed in 1992; clearly, it's out of date. That's why Harris Publishing is helping
us create a brand new directory.
All 64,000 EWU alumni with current addresses will soon be sent an important
questionnaire in the mail. This is your chance to be listed in the new EWU Alumni
Directory, so please complete and return it by the deadline indicated on the questionnaire
you receive.
At a later time, you will be contacted by Harris Publishing to verify that your personal data is
correct. Meanwhile, don't forget to fill out the questionnaire and return it promptly!
Who knows, maybe your old college sweetheart is trying to reach you. Maybe that classmate
you helped with his homework has left you large sums of money!
Don't take the chance of being left out! Fill out your questionnaire and return it when you
.
·
get it in your mail!
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Dick Zornes Steps Down
Long-time athletic administrator
and coach Dick Zornes steps down as
director of athletics July 1. The 1998-99
school year is Zornes' 27th at EWU as a
student-athlete, assistant coach, head
coach and administrator. Starting with
the 1999-2000 academic year, Zornes
assumes·a teaching role at EWU.
Zornes, 54, is in his second tour of
duty as athletic
director at Eastern
after being
appointed to that
post in January
1997. He also
served as athletic
director from
January 1991 to
March 1993;
between those
stints he was
assistant athletic
director for internal affairs.
As head football coach for 15
seasons, Zornes had an 89-66-2 record
for a winning percentage of 5 7.3
percent and two NCAA Division I-AA
playoff berths. He won and coached in
more games than any other Eagle
coach. His career record was 106-69-2
for a winning percentage of 60.5 percent.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ford to All-Big Sky Squad

• 3.20 accumulative grade point average

Eastern junior Tracy Ford was
selected to the Big Sky's All-Conference
women's basketball team after leading
EWU to a 8-18 record overall and 5-11
mark in the Big
Sky Conference.
The Eagles
finished eighth in
.the Big Sky, failing
to qualify for the
conference's sixteam post-season
tournament, but
doubling overall
wins from 199798.
This is the
second time Ford has been honored by
the Big Sky. After the '97-98 season, she
was an honorable mention All-Big Sky
Conference selection. A 5-foot-10 junior
guard/forward from Spokane, Ford led
Eagles scoring with an 11.5 points a·
game average to rank seventh in the
Big Sky.

• or a 3.20 in the previous three quarters.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•

Broussard Wms High Jump Title ·

Senior Seville Broussard defended
• her high jump title and added a
second-place finish
in the 60-meter
high hurdles as
•
Eastern finished
fifth in the
women's
•
competition at the
Big Sky
Taylor Breaks 3-Point Records
Conference
Indoor
RecordTrack and Field
breaking senior
Championships in
Shannon Taylor
Pocatello, Idaho.
was selected to the •
Broussard's
Big Sky's All•
title
was
the
fifth
individual
conference
Conference men's
•
championship
she's
won
indoors
or
basketball team
•
outdoors.
She
has
earned
10
All-Big
Sky
and Junior Deon
•
Conference
honors
(top
three
finish)
in
Williams earned
• her career, tying her with sprinter Joyce
an honorable
• Rainwater (1990-95).
mention All-Big
Four school records fell on the first
Sky selection for
• day of competition, including women's
the 1998-99 season.
• distance medley relay squad that placed
The Eagles finished 10-17 after
• fourth with a time of 12:17.44.
losing to Portland State 80-7 4 in the
first round of the Big Sky Conference ·
All-Academic Athletes Selected
Basketball Tournament in Ogden, Utah. •
A total of 38 EWU athletes were
It was the first time the Eagles have
• selected to the .Big Sky Conference Allqualified for back-to-back Big Sky
Tournaments. Eastern finished sixth in • Academic team for the 1998 fall season.
Included were 12 football players,
the Big Sky with a 7-9 record, beating
11
volleyball
players and five each from
•
Montana in Missoula in the final game
•
the
men's
cross
country, women's cross
of the season to secure a post-season
•
country
and
soccer
squads. Big Sky Allberth over the rival Grizzlies.
• Academic teams for men's and women's
• golf will be announced this spring. To
• qualify, athletes must have at least a

•
•
•
•
•
·•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Liberty Lake Golf Courses in Spokane.
• Interested persons.are also invited to a
• pre-tournament wine and cheese
Athletes on Dean's List
• tasting party at Worden's Winery on
More than one-fourth of all Eastern • Wednesday, Aug. 4.
The best-ball scramble format
Washington University athletes had a
grade point average (gpa) of 3.5 or
• tourney will feature $4,000-plus in
better to earn Dean's List recognition in • prizes, and begins at noon with a
the fall quarter of 1998. Of Eastern's
: shotgun start. Last year, a record
number of golfers took part as the
291 athletes, 26 percent had a gpa of
3.5 or higher. More than half had at
• tournament expanded to two courses.
least a 3.0 gpa. Overall accumulative
Cost to enter is $125, with net
gpa for all Eastern athletes was 3.00,
• proceeds going toward Eastern athletic
including a 3.12 average for women's
• scholarships. Call 509-359-2463 or 1athletes and 2.89 average for men.
• 800-648-7697 for more information.
Last winter, Eastern's men's
basketball team had a collective gpa of
WIAA Track & Field
3.38. Of 12 players, eight were on the
For the fourth year, WIAA/Dairy
Dean's List and 10 had at least a 3.0
• Farmers of Washington 2A/1A/B Track
gpa. Top women's teams were volleyball • and Field Championships return to
(3.34 average) and golf (3.28 gpa).
• Cheney's Woodward Stadium May 28Women's basketball player Heather • 29, 1999. The meet takes place from
• . 9:15 a.m. to 8 p.m. May 28, and from
Dukes and track and field athletes
• 9:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. May 29.
Laura Kight and Robbi Schwarz had
EWU alumni, fans, friends, faculty,
perfect 4.0 grade point averages in the
• staff and students are invited 10 assist
fall quarter.
• the WIAA and EWU put on another
Annual Killin Weekend Slated • outstanding meet for the more than
A weekend of fun is slated for May • 1,400 athletes, 1,000 coaches/
• administrators and thousands of fans
7-8 when the Eastern's athletic
• who will be our guests. Volunteers are
department hosts the 18th Annual
• needed to serve as meet officials, with
Orland Killin Weekend. Included are a
golf tournament, a pair of scrimmages
-: about 300 helpers needed. For details
and the popular Killin Dinner-Dance.
• and volunteer forms, contact Dave
The event raises funds for the Orland
• Cook; (DCOOK@EvVU.EDU), or (509Killin Academic Scholarship Fund as
• 359-6334 or 1-800-648-7697/EWU).
well as athletic scholarships.
At the dinner-dance, a lobster tail
. Hall of Fame Induction Planned
and chicken breast augments a
The third class of the EWU /
delicious menu of main rnurse side
Nextlink Athletic Hall of Fame will be
items and seafood appetizers including • inducted on Sept. 25, 1999 during
crab, prawns, ·shrimp and salmon. Cost, • Eastern's home football game versus Cal
including the hosted social hour, is $50. • St. Northridge. Current plans call for a
The weekend includes the 12th
• ceremony prior to the football game.
annual Coaches Golf Tournament on
The Hall of Fame - organized as a
Friday, May 7 at the Fairways Golf
• way to honor former athletes, coaches
Course. The $50 entrance fee includes
• and contributors - is located on the
greens fees, beverages, accessories,
• East end of the Special _Events Pavilion.
awards and a post-tournament party.
• A plaque honoring each inductee is
Eastern's football and volleyball
• displayed. The project is sponsored by
squads will be in action on Saturday.
: Nextlink, a rapidly-growing provider of
The Red-White Spring Football Game
• local, long distance and enhanced·
takes place at 2 p.m. at Woodward
• telecommunications products.
Stadium and the Eagle Volleyball
A 15-member Hall of Fame Board
Alumni Match begins at 3 p.m. at the
• of Directors votes on nominated
Physical Education Building Courts.
• candidates presented by the Hall of
For details, tickets or a brochure,
• Fame Executive Committee. Inductees
call 509-359-2463 or 1-800-648-7697.
• are chosen by a two-thirds vote of all
• board members. Nominations can be
Eagle Kickoff Classic Scheduled : received at any time. For more
The 12th Annual Excell Foods
• information, call 509-359-6334 or 1Eagle Kickoff Golf Classic is Thursday,
: 800-648-7697, or e-mail Dave Cook
Aug. 5, 1999, at MeadowWood and
• (DCOOK@EWU.EDU)
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EWU Alumni on the Move
towards the Next Millennium
You'll be glad to know I'm not
going to talk about Y2K! But as I
look at all
that is
happening
atEWU
and with
the EWU
Alumni
Association,
it seems
that we are
positioned
perfectly for this new millennium.

Signs of Success:
• Our President, Dr. Stephen
Jordan, continues to inspire new
optimism on and off campus.
• After a 28% increase in new
freshmen emollments for fall '98,
our admissions applications for fall
'99 are up another 25% as of
March 8, 1999.
• Eastern alumni are fueling
this momentum: Increasing
numbers of alumni have helped
make our events bigger and better
than before: Homecoming, alumni
in Olympia on Higher Education
Day, the EWU Holiday concert,
the EM/EWUM Auction, etc.
• EWU alumni are also being
seen: representing EWU at the
Kingdome, marching with the
EWU Alumni Band at the St.
Patrick's Day Parade in Spokane
and volunteering to help with the
50th Reunion in the year 2000.

What does this mean to you?
A chance to share your ideas:
The EWUM Alumni Board will
develop a five- year strategic plan
during their April 24-25 meeting.
What do you think the Alumni
Association should be doing?
Where would you like to see us
five years from now? If you know
one of the EWUM Board
members, let him or her know
your thoughts, or contact the
Alumni Office directly. We need
your involvement, so let us know
what you want!
A chance to share your

1 ·
· talents: We hear that many EWU
alumni would like to help, but they
• don't know how. In this issue, we
have included a list of ways you cari
• become involved. Take a look at the
options in "EWUM, Better Than
Ever," and return the form to us with
your preferences.
Recently we sent a card welcoming
our recent graduates to the Alumni
Association. An amazing number
• responded that they want to become
involved. Now is our time, so join us!

· Relationship." For more information,
call 1-888-EWU-ALUM or locally 359. 6303.a ·

·
·
•

·

Spencer Sherwood, President
EWUAA Alumni Association
· Chicano/Latino Reception Scheduled •

·

·
·
·
.
•

Eastern's Chicano Education
Program will be staging its first Annual
Chicano/Latino Alumni and
Scholarship Reception on April 17,
1999, at Spokane's Ridpath Hotel,
beginning at 6:30 p.m.
The event offers an opportunity
for interested Chicano/Latino alumni
to participate in Eastern's Chicano/
Latino Alumni Association, founded
last year. Also at tlie r'eception,
Eastern's Chicano Education Program
will present scholarships to incoming
students emolling at EWU in 19992000.
.
The event will include a social
hour, cultural performances, alumni
recognition awards and the
presentation of student scholarships.
Please contact CEP at (509) 3592404 if you have questions regarding
this event.

•

•

Have you bought your raffle ticket
for a chance to win a 1999 HOD
SX1200S Sportster Harley? If not, there's
still time to enter the drawing for this
beautiful $9,775 cycle, which will be
held on Saturday, May 15 at the EWU
Family Weekend noon barbecue.
Tickets are just $15 and your odds are
1/3000. You must be at least 18 years of
age. To enter, call the EWUM
at(509)359-6303 or 1-888-EWU-ALUM.

EWU Alumni Association:
Better Than Ever!
We need/our ideas, talent and experience! Would you be
intereste in:
_
_
_
_
_

Attention Golden Grads!
If you belong to the class of 1949
• or earlier, please help us congratulate
our Newest Golden Grads: the Class of
. 1949!
We're eager to meet all our Golden
• Grads for the Golden Alumni Reunion!
So, join us April 28-29 to meet former
• classmates, reminisce about campus
memories and view the campus as it is
· today.
We will visit the EWU
Planetarium, tour the campus, meet
• students and, of course, have plenty of
time to talk. As a special feature for
: Thursday evening, we will listen to the
Andrew Sullivan's presentation called
• "Friendship: The Forgotten

How are your art Skills?
Do you have some artistic flair?
Want to build your portfolio and see
your artwork on billboards, ads and
promotional materials?
If so, then enter the "Save the Best
for Last" art contest. How? Simply
create and send us an image or images
_ illustration, photo, cartoon, fine art ·
that illustrates the 1999 Homecoming
theme of "Save the Best for Last."
Selected art will be 'used for posters, •
fliers, billboards, and in the next
Perspective (which will be seen by more ·
than 60,000 alumni around the world).
All entries are due by May 15,
1999. Please drop off your artwork to
the Student Life Office in the Pence
Union Building. Or call Stephanie
Ennis at (509)359-7919 for complete
information.

Still time to Win Harley Sportster

·
·
•

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

recruiting new students to EWU?
selecting students for scholarships?
.
helping students with career~ by_ provid~g a qu~te we
can use in publications, shanng mformation/advice on your
profession with a student, serving as. a mentor, etc?
representing EWU at local eyents, faus, et~.?- .
.
helping at an alumni reception (for an activitiy,athletic event,
EWU concert, etc.) in your area.
joining an EWU Alumni Legislative Network? . . .
contacting alums in your area about EWUM activities?
helping at Homecoming?
raising scholarships?
becoming involved with your College?
Eagle Athletics?
Other Alum Activities? (please list) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

.
•

Your name _____________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/state/zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _________ e-mail ___________
Please return entire form to: EWU Alumni Relations, MS
122, Cheney WA 99004-2431
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ne of this winter's most exciting and successful EWU events
was February's annual Scholarship Auction, this year staged
with a festive Mardi Gras atmosphere.
More than 300 people filled the Floral Building at the Interstate
. Fairgrounds on February 20, where they enjoyed hors d'oeuvres,
· refreshments and the chance to bid on hundreds of items ranging
· from a Norwegian Cruise Line package to a Pepsi Machine.
Staged by the Eagle Athletic Association and the EWU Alumni
. Association, and sponsored by Yoke's Pak 'n Save, the event raised
· nearly $30,000 for student scholarships.
Part of the enjoyment had by those in attendance was listening
. to auctioneer Steve Dorsey (B.S.-'89) describe each item and call
. the bids.
Dorsey has been working as a professional auctioneer for 10
• years and currently owns Auctioneers International, in Portland,
: Oregon. Steve can be reached at (503) 706-327 4.
"I've worked this auction for three years," he says, "and this
• was by far the most successful one because this crowd really
. participated!"
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by John Soennichsen •
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CLASS NOTES
1

1

The 20s & 30s
'31 Eyler Elliott, history, married his first
wife, Marie in 1935. In 1964 Marie passed
away after a fight with cancer. Eyler married
another teacher in 1972 and now lives in
Yakima, Washington.
'35 Doris Lathen, education, has been quite
ill for the past three years and frequents the
hospital. She still finds time, however, to help
her two granddaughters who are currently
enrolled in college. Lathen says she feels it is
her duty to assist with their education.

The 40s &' 50s
1

1

'40 Lola Mae Boyd, history, was elected by
her class members to portray Sacajawea by
passing the arrow to the junior class of 1940.
'45 Louise Savitz, education, has retired as a
teacher and is now preparing for her 52nd
wedding anniversary. She and her husband
are enjoying their five grandchildren, two of
whom are attending EWU.
'47 Doris Kinkead, education, retired after a
brief teaching career to raise a family. Both
her children attended EWU and her son
graduated in 1980. Doris and her husband
travel abroad and are involved with
Elderhostel International.
'49 Harriet Clark, education, celebrated her
50th wedding anniversary in 1998. Her family
includes two daughters, a son-in-law, a

nephew and a niece who are EWU graduates,
and a granddaughter who is currently a
student at EWU.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'49 Janet Shaffer, education, retired from 35
years of teaching elementary education as a
reading specialist in Spokane's Central Valley
School District. She is a Tawanka alumnae
with three children and seven grandchildren.
Presently, she is involved in music and
volunteering.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'51 Robert Small, business administration,
has been retired for the past 10 years and has
been spending winters on the California
beaches and summers on his farm in upstate
New York. Among his hobbies are fishing and
golf.
·

• '54 Carl Boe, industrial arts, retired in 1985
• from 31 years of teaching in Garfield,
Winlock, and Highline school districts in the
Spokane area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'55 Mary Catherine Allen Ruud, home
economics and education, retired after 40
years, (though she spent many as half-years
while raising her family). Her four children
also graduated from EWU. Her travels since
retiring have included visits to China,
Australia and Western Europe and expects to
venture further in the years to come.

•
•
•
•

'58Jerome Woody, standard general
certificate-history & education, obtained his
M .A. from the University of Wyoming then
taught in Chewelah and Yelm, Washington
and at EWU. Continuing his education, he
• attended the University of Minnesota, then
• began a 28-year career working for the Bureau

• of Indian Affairs as an Assistant Elementary
• Principal. He retired in 1992.
• '59 Lyle E. Gillette, Jr. , history, retired from
• teaching and has since become mayor of Deer
• Lodge, Montana.
• '59 Ruth McMullin, education, retired from
• teaching English in the Santa Barbara,
California, School District. She now reads,
quilts, knits and volunteers in the community
soup kitchen.

The 160s & 170s
• '60 Dan Simurdiak, industrial technology,
• retired in 1998 after five years of teaching and
• 34 years as an agent in the insurance business.
• '61 .& '78 Irene Clise, bachelor's & M .A.• instructional communication, retired in June
1998 after 33 years of teaching in Washington
schools. She spent 10 years as a language artssocial studies teacher at West Valley and
Central Valley middle schools and 23 years as
a middle and high school library media
• specialist mostly in the North Thurston
• School District, Olympia. She was awarded an
• emeritus membership in the state library
association in which she held several state
• offices and received the President's Award last
• October for significant contributions to the
• field of school library education. She contin• ues teaching for the UW Masters' Degree
• program. She enjoys her five grandchildren,
• traveling, reading and gardening. She also has
• been a member of the EWU Alumni Board.

•
•
•
•

r turn
"Returning to college after
25 years and_earning a B.A.
degree was more enjoyable
than I ever imagined. Now I
have more self-confidence on
a daily basis in my new position
at work:'

-Rosalie Nourse
B.A., liberal Studies, '97
Energy Efficient Representative
Bonneville Power Administration

At Eastern Washington University we
give you college credit for your life
experiences.
·

'63 Edythe Durbin, elementary teaching,
retired from 20 years as a librarian in Auburn
School District, Auburn, Washington. She
then continued by substituting for other
librarians for 11 more years. She feels her
tbree years of classes and graduation with
honors prepared her well for her career.

•
•
•
•
•

'63-'64 Rich Dadich, bachelor's and M.A.psychology, is in his 27th year as a United
States Professional Tennis Association (USPTA)
certified tennis professional. He is also
certified as a racquet stringer, umpire &
referee and verifier. He now resides in
Lubbock, Texas.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'64 Glen Little, industrial technology, retired
after 28 years of teaching at Riverside School
District, Spokane. He traveled to Korea for his
son's wedding in April 1998, and recently
helped his daughter move to Omaha,
Nebraska so she can teach at the University of
Nebraska.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'67 Harold Richard Braman, government,
retired January 29, 1999 after 31 years at
ESD101 in Spokane, Washington. Harold and
his wife will move to a warmer climate after
visiting their grandchildren and relatives in
Maryland, Tennessee, Utah, Montana and
Washington state.

'67 Karol Maier, education, is currently a
head-start teacher for Eastern Oregon
• University in La Grande.
• '68 William E. Maier, education, is beginning
• his fourth year as superintendent of LaGrande
• School District in LaGrande, Oregon.

The courses you need are offered
downtown in the evening and on the
weekends. You desi n our own
de ree ro ram.

'68 Iva Sands, physical education, has been
• teaching for 31 years, 29 of them at Naches
• Valley High School in Naches, Washington, as
an art, physical education, journalism and
annual instructor. She now lives in Yakima.

The Depanment of Interdisciplinary ·
Studies at Eastern. Call John Neace
at (509) 359-1401 or email:
jneace@ewu.edu

• '69 Jerry Adkins,psychology, was recently
• interviewed in The Olympian, a Thurston
county newspaper, about his political activism
as an advocate of CLEAN, Citizens for Leaders
with Ethics and Accountability. He is
• currently fighting against the government's

• use of the "public purse to subsidize private
business." His most recent campaign is to
: counter a project to bu1ld a second Tacoma
• Narrows Bridge funded by public and private
sources.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'69 Elwin Stewart, biology, received his Ph.D.
from Oregon State University in 1974.
Between 1975 and 1993 he taught and
researched at the University of Minnesota .
Since 1993 he has been a professor and
department head of Plant Pathology at
Pennsylvania State University.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'71 Kevin E. Anderson, history, who lives in
Las Vegas, Nevada, recently published his first
article in the 1999 edition of Columbiad, a
quarterly review of the war between the states.
The article is titled "Grant's Lifelong Struggle
with Alcohol."

'71 Grace Windsheimer, physical education,
is a teacher in the Hood River School District,
• Hood River, Oregon. She and her husband,
• Sam, have a daughter, Sara, who will graduate
from EWU in fall 1999.
• '71 Sam Windsheimer, finance, does
• marketing work for Columbia Gorge Center in
• Hood River, Oregon.
•
•
•
•

'72 Raymond A. Domaskin, recreation/parks
administration, is now a colonel in the United
States Army and is stationed in Woodbridge,
Virginia.

• '72 Margaret Douglas, physical education
and education, works for the Waitsburg
school district in Waitsburg, Washington. She
teaches the fourth grade and also teaches
• computer science classes to students in the
• fourth through sixth grade. She lives in Walla
Walla.
•
•
•
•
•

'72 Constance Edgett, dental hygiene,
celebrated her 60th wedding anniversary with
her husband, Harold in April 1998. Rishop
Will Skylsted witnessed their renewal of vows
in their honor.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'73 Pat Bartoshesky, M.A.-French, is a school
librarian at Saint Edmund's Academy for boys,
a small 260-student Catholic Academy
offering private education to grades four
through eight. Living in Wilmington,
Delaware, she says she misses the Western
scenery.

• '73 Nancy Kelly, theater, has been teaching
• English at Omak High School in Omak,
• Washington, for 25 years.
•
•
•
•
•

'73 Eileen Wolford, social science, with her
husband, William, has been running the
campus childcare for Walla Walla Community
College for the past ten years. The two now
live in Walla Walla, Washington.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'74James Boley, theater, continued his
education at Northwestern University and
received a master's in theater. For the next ten
years he worked in the theater business
designing sets and operating lighting for David
Mamet & Steppenwolf Theater Company
members in Chicago. In 1988, James earned
an M.A. in Architecture from IC, Chicago and
has been a residential architect for Chicago's
affluent north shore communities.

'74 Jerry Dimond, health education, taught
• school for two years then began working in
the insurance business. He enjoys boating and
• skiing during his free time.
• '74 Margaret Layman, recreation administra• tion, is employed by the Finley School District
#53 in Kennewick, Washington. She works as
a librarian at River View High School and at
Finley Middle School. She is the Technology
Committee chair and 1209 Committee chair
for Finley District Secondary Schools.
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'74 Grant C. Peterson, psychology, served as
a Spokane County Commissioner in the early
1980s. Since 1993 he has been the senior vice
president of the Virginia-based company,
Research Planning, Inc.

'74 Jim Steinruck, physical education, retired
from 24 years of health care administration
and 21-plus years of Army Reserve and active
duty as a major to become CEO/administrator
for Vencor Hospital in Seattle. He is married,
has two daughters and a son and they live in
Lake Stevens, Washington.
'75 & '89 Janelle Tapscott Kingsley,
bachelor's English/M.A.-history, teaches
Language Arts at Pacific Middle School in Des
Moines, Washington.
'75 Amy Sullivan, French, continued her
education at the University of Idaho College
of Law where she received her degree in May
as a Juris Doctor, and was accepted to
Washington State University in November.
She is an attorney with the Spokane County
Public Defender's office in the Misdemeanor
Department.
'76 Julie A. Burgos, social work, formerly
worked for Fayetteville Area Habitat for
Humanity, and is now in the process of
earning a master's degree in education in
learning disabilities.
'76 Douglas N. Holland, sociology and parks
& recreation, is starting his 15th year serving
as a unit manager at Olympic Corrections
Center located at the base of the Olympic
National Park near Johns, Washington.
Douglas is looking for additional educational
opportunities.
'76 Geraldine E. "Gerry" Pare, music, teaches
orchestra at Ashford Middle School in Oregon.
She also plays the cello in the Rogue Valley
Symphony Orchestra.
'77 David Bick, geography, has become a
lieutenant colonel in the United States Marine
Corps. He is assigned to the 13th Marine
Expeditionary Unit and is part of the USS
Boxer Amphibious Ready Group. This 2,000person unit is currently deployed in the
Arabian Gulf and is designed for selfcontained operations in any theater.
'78 Stanley Bogosian, psychology and
government, is an instructor in the San Jose
Evergreen Community College District where
he co-authored the district curriculum and
student workbook for traffic violators school.
In November 1996 he was elected to the
Saratoga, California, City Council.
'78 Karen Norbeck, therapeutic recreation,
lives in West Seattle with her husband and
two children, ages 17 and 14. She works as an
assistant program director at the West Seattle
YMCA preschool/childcare facility.

•
•

•
•
•

The '80s

•
•
•
•
•

'84 Mark Christensen, physical education,
has been Head Track Coach at Pendleton High
School (Oregon) since 1996. His eldest son
will graduate from Pendleton High School in
1999.

'80 Joseph Bales, history, coaches high school
boys basketball in the Lyle School District and
has been elected Coach-of-the-Year for the
past three years in the league. He also teaches
social studies, technology and oversees the
district's "knowledge bowl" event.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'84 Robert Siler, journalism/history, is
working as a pastoral intern at St. Andrew's
Church in Ellensburg, Washington . He will
then return to Mt. Angel Seminary in Oregon
in September, for two more years of graduate
theology prior to ordination as a Catholic
priest.

•

'85 Stephanie Bremgartner, was recently wed
in Lake Tahoe, Nevada. She has worked in
public schools as a speech therapist since her
EWU graduation. She enjoys vacationing at
her family's lake cabin at Priest Lake, Idaho
with her husband and two stepdaughters.
'85 Alice Busch, recreation administration,
works as the recreation supervisor for Spokane
Parks & Recreation, providing recreational
opportunities for people with disabilities. She
lives with her husband, Steve, and son, Calen,
in Spokane.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'80 Marlys Shreck, communication disorders,
has been working for ten years with the
Washington State Department of Social and
Health Services (DSHS) as a social worker. She
lives in Spokane.
'80 Karla Cucka, music, is a freelance bassoon
musician and teaches flute and photo album
classes. She is also unit manager for a business
called Creative Memories. Aside from her
hectic work schedule, she finds time for her
family of four, who live in Bristol, Connecticut.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'80 & '87 Laura Bales, physical education &
teaching certification, now teaches for the
Klickitat school district in Klickitat, Washington. She teaches elementary education and
coaches Klickitat Junior high school girls'
basketball and boys and girls track.
'82 Patrick Kelley, child development, is the
new president of St. Helens Elementary School
in Longview, Washington.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'82 Jerry A. Olson, physical education, has
just been hired as head coach for the GFeat
Falls High School Lady Bison Softball Team, in
Great Falls, Montana. He also has 15 years
teaching experience in art and physical
education.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'85 Stephen Hinson, nursing, is employed by
the Veterans Administration Medical Center
in New Orleans, Louisiana. He and his wife,
Erin, are both scrub nurses in the operating
room. Their daughter Chani graduates in
Spring 2001 from Evergreen State College;
their other daughter, Lacey, attends Spokane
Falls Community College.

'83 Kevin Cafaro, general studies/interdisciplinary, is currently employed by Citibank as
a programmer/analyst. He is looking to he~r
from alumni from 1982-83 and from the 1983
Ski Club.

• '83 Curt A. Goldgrabe, organizational & mass
• communications, recently moved to Portland,
• · Oregon, and is now the director for on• premise sales for Pepsi Bottling Group of
• Portland and Salem, Oregon.

'78 Cheryl Provorse, physical education,
currently resides in Everett, Washington. She
works for the State of Washington Division of
Child support as a support and enforcement
officer.
'79 Lois Bradford, communications studies,
completed eight years as a Human Resources
Manager with the Washington State Department of Corrections in July 1998. Effective
October 1, 1998, she was promoted to
northeast regional human resources manager
for the Department of Corrections.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'84 David Akerly,, electronic media, film &
theatre, lives in Michigan and is the sports
d irector for WLNS TV in Lansing. Through his
broadcasting of Big Ten Football, basketball,
Redwing hockey and baseball with '68 World
Series MVP, Mickey Lalich, Akerly has earned
several awards including "Best Sportscast,"
presented by both the Associated Press and
the Michigan Association of Broadcasters,
along with the "Best Live Sportscast" award.

•
•
•

'84 Carrie Carlquist, dental hygiene,
currently employed by EWU dental hygiene
department as a full-time lecturer.

'86 Donna Dennison, M.A.-education,
recently left Hood River, Oregon, to her home
in Telluride, Colorado. This is her sixth year as
• a principal and she is glad to return to
• Colorado after 11 years in Oregon.

•

• '86 John D. Mccallum, electronic media,
• film & theatre, has chosen to return to EWU
• for a second degree.
•
•
•
•
•
•

'86 Jodie Roletto, medical technology,
competed on the EWU gymnastics squad from
1983-1985. She was team captain in 1984 and
competed at the all-around level. She is now a
medical technologist at Kootenai Medical
Center.

•
•
•
•

'86 Kent Sisson, criminology, has been with
the Chelan County Sheriffs Department in
Chelan, Washington, since 1994. He implemented a warrant deputy position in 1996
within the department. Kent is a patrol
deputy in the Leavenworth area detachment.

Eastern Alumni Update

'82 David Pauls, physics, has obtained the
rank of lieutenant commander in the United
States Navy. He is stationed in Yokosuka,
Japan, while serving on the staff of Com• mander Seventh Fleet.
• '82 Darryl Pheasant, finance, has been re• elected for the fourth year as county treasurer
• for Grant County, Washington. He also has
been president of the Washington State
Association of County Treasurers and now
lives in Ephrata.
•
•
•
•
•

• '86 & '88 William F. Bittner, management
• information systems/M.business administra• tion, too]< a non-credit course in grant writing
• at Spokane Falls Community College in
• Spokane to work part-time for a non-profit
• organization dedicated to helping troubled
• boys.

•

•
•
•

'83 & '90 Marie (Cronrath) Grasso,
bachelor's & MED-physical education, married
Joseph Grasso August 2, 1997. The couple
have a son, Dominic, born June 9, 1998. Sh e
retired as the head coach of the Women's
Cross-country Track & Field Program at
• Colgate University in New York, and is
• currently a counselor in the off-campus study
office.

'79 Dee Nelson, general studies, retired as a
safety manager for the Bureau of Reclamation
in 1994; totaling 41 years of service including
27 years in the military. He now resides in
Yuma, Ariz.

•
•

• '85 Lori L. (Schlauch) Newman, manage• ment information systems, just added baby
• number four, Katie Maria . She joins two
• brothers and a sister. Lori, who retired from
• Boeing after ten years to be a mom, recently
• received a two-year accounting degree and is
• currently doing bookkeeping from her home.
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He also is Region 5 director for the Washington State Crime Prevention Association.
'87 Mary Ann Akerly, therapeutic recreation,
has become director of therapeutic recreation
· at Burcham Hills Medical Center in Lansing,
Michigan.
'87 Thomas Edward Anderson, business
administration, runs his own company,
Microsupply, which was recently acquired by
an East Coast firm, Arbor Systems Group.
'87 Benji Estrellado, marketing and business
administration, has been selling real estate for
11 years and has been the owner of Cheney
Realty for the past two years. He has been
married since 1989 and has two children,
Briana, (five), and Trevin, (three).
'87 Roger Hoell, physical education, now
lives in Othello, Washington, where he is a
physical education teacher and head football
coach at Othello High School.
'88 Maria Loftis Anderson, nursing, is
currently working as a charge RN in a post
anesthesia care unit. She is married and has
two children.
'88 Mary Kienholz, business administration
and liberal studies, is publishing a new book
called Police Files: The Spokane Experience:
1853-1995. The 300-page hardback book will
be available in April 1999.
'88 Kyle Martin, geology, switched jobs
recently. He now works for the Columbia
Basin Tribes as a mainstream hydrologist. He
provides hydrologic t echnical guidance to the
Tribes in assisting their basin-wide salmon
recovery plan. His organizati0n works directly
for the Tribal authority of the Warm Springs,
Yakima, Umatilla, and Nez Perce nations.
'88 TamaTa Martinson-;-English----&-technica-1

communication, recently bought a home in
Carnation, Washington, where they own a
trucking company. On March 26, 1998 Aliya

• Nicole joined her brother Timothy Michael as
• the second child of the Martinson family.
'88 Debra Myatt, English & technical
communications, has become a freelance
desktop publisher.
• '89 Elizabeth Dobbins, physics, works for the
• University of Washington in Seattle as a
• research scientist in oceanography.
'89 Cindy Wright Doyle, business administration, celebrated the birth of her first child,
Derek, in August 1997. She now resides in
• Kennewick, Washington.
'89 Marcie Estrellado, business administration, worked for IBM for six years and has
worked at Cheney Real Estate Management
for two years. She married Benji in 1989 and
the couple has two children.
•
•
•
•
•
•

'89 Rebecca Meehan, business administration, has been working as a CPA for nearly ten
years. In July 1995 she was married her
husband, Michael, and they had a son in
December 1996. They are expecting a second
son this year.

'89 Linda Schmitt, organizational and mass
' communication, lives in Mukilteo, Washington, with her husband, Jim, and one-year-old
son, Alan Michael. Prior to getting married,
she served as a marketing coordinator for
• Foster, Pepper and Shefelman, a Seattle law
• firm, for six years. She currently stays home
• with her son.
'89 Elizabeth Weekly, communication
disorders, has become a stay-at-home mom
with a two-year-old daughter. Previously, she
was a speech/language pathologist at the
Hearmgana Speech Institute in Portland,
Oregon. She is now living in Lake Oswego,
Oregon.
• '89 Martin Yacker, liberal studies, completed
• his M.D. with a counseling focus at Whitworth College in the summer of 1998. He and
his wife, Patricia, work together in Yacker
Counseling Services.
·
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• • •
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· The 190s

• World Trade Club, he is actively involved
• with Seattle Works, a community service
• organization in Seattle.

'90 Stacey Brown, math, has been teaching at
• Falls Christian Academy in Spokane since fall
• 1995. This year she has taken on new
• responsibilities as the volleyball and knowledge bowl coaches at the high school.

•
•
•
•

• '90 Angela Wilson, chemistry, moved from
• Richland, Washington, to Oklahoma City,
• Oklahoma about a year ago. She is now a
• research scientist at the University of
• Oklahoma and an adjunct faculty at Okla• homa Baptist University, where she teaches
• upper-division physical chemistry courses.

• '92 Nancy Lamb, nursing, received h er M.A.
at the University of Maryland in 1998 .
Currently, she works at the Baltimore
Research & Education Foundation in Baltimore,-Maryland, researching clinical trials for
varicella vaccine to prevent shingles.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'90 & '93 Sherilyn Renner, English and M.A.English, lives in Spokane. She recently wrote
an article that was published in Adult
Assessment Forum Journal, December 1998.
'90 & '95 Ronald Andring, Sr., general
studies/MPA-public administration, has been
appointed to chair the Program Committee
for the 131st Congress of Correction, of the
American Correctional Association. The
Congress will be in San Antonio, Texas and
will be attended by about 5,000 corrections
professionals

• '91 John Burke, computer science, lives in
• Kennewick, Washington, and just added a
• second daughter to his family in November
1998.
•
•
•
•
•

'91 Ruby Doty, reading, is teaching multi-age
kindergarten with an individualized program.
She is very enthusiastic about the program
and claims that it teaches independence and
self-control.

'92 Darryl Genest, chemistry, is a scientist for
Weyerhaeuser who recently was promoted to
research and development project leader. He
lives with his wife, Holly, also an alum of
EWU, in Federal Way, Washington.

•
•
•
•
•

'92 Craig Savage, techno lo gy, is a radiatio n
therapist for Sacred Heart Hospital in
Spokane. He and his wife, Susie, are anticipating the birth of their second child. They reside
in Green Acres, Washington.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'93 & '96 Shayla Bolt, business administration, is partners with fellow alum, Michael
Hayes, in a consulting firm they opened in
1997 called The Cutting Edge. Shayla and
Michael team-teach seminars and workshops
on a variety of issues.

• '93 Michelle Grose, dental hygiene, is thrilled
with her job as a dental hygienist. Because she
works just three day per week, she can invest
the rest of her time with her three children.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'93 Michael Hayes, English, opened a
consulting firm called The Cutting Edge, in
Spokane, along with partner and fellow alum
Shayla Bolt in 199 7. She also owns the _
Spokane Network, an off shoot of a similar
program in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and two
Coeur d'Alene nursing facilities. Michael runs
The Cutting Edge from her Spokane home in
the evening, and manages to raise a son who
will be eight-years old in April.

'91 James Griffin, M.S.-interdisciplinary, is
supervising 21 staff members as a psychiatric
child care counseloi;. He oversees daily
• operations of Ketron__Cottage and it L6
• patients in Tacoma, Washington.

• relocated to Nampa, Idaho in 1998.

•
•
•
•
•

'91 Susan R. Billings-Evenson, recreation &
leisure management, is married with a new
baby girl. She lives near Marysville, Washington. Her last position was recreation coordinator of Snohomish County Public Utility
District.

'93 LeAnn Luiten, special education, finished
her master's in special education at Gonzaga
• University. She currently works as a special
• educator for the East Valley School District in
• Spokane, Washington.

•
•
•
•

'91 Sharon King, business administrationmarketing/general management, married
Steve Sharp in March 1995, and they now
have a nine-month old son named Cody.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'91 Susan Savage, business administration, is
a business manager for Herzog family Center
in Spokane. She and her husband, Craig, are
looking forward to the birth of their second
child. They currently live in Greenacres,
Washington.

:

•
•
•
•

'91 Sharon N. Zerr, electronic media, film &
theatre, is currently executive director of the
Silverdale Chamber of Commerce, for the
largest unincorporated area in Washington
state. In addition, she and her husband own
and operate a creative services agency that
develops web sites, does graphic design,
writing, public relations and other creative
• services. The couple has a 17-year-old
• daughter and a 10-month-old son.

There's something new on the road! Brand new Eagle license plates
are showing up all over the place. Under a law passed by the 1994 state
legislature, you can now buy special EWU plates for just $30 above the
cost of a standard issue plate.

• '92 Deborah Burke, biology and chemistry,
• just gave birth to a second baby girl in
• November 1998. She lives with her husband
• in Kennewick, Washington.

Best of all, a full $28 of that $30 will go towards scholarships for
EWU students. To order yours, just visit any local vehicle licensing agency.
They'll have all the details.

•
•
•
•

Go ahead. Give your car a shiny new plate, give your Eastern spirit a
lift, and help a student aim for the stars.

•
•
•
•

'92 Joseph F. Dion, business administration,
is a CPA, currently employed by Vine Dahlen
& Werner in Lynwood, Washington. A
member of the Washington Society of
Certified Public Accountants (WSCPA), he
serves on their International Committee and
edits the organization's official newsletter. He
also is the author of a monthly column in the
Herald Business Journal. A member of the
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• '93 Stacey Kimbal, business admini:strati0n,

•
•
•
•

'94 Donna Andres, music, has taken one of
her grandchildren into her home to raise. She
recognizes it is a full-time job, and has not
had much extra time for other opportunities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'94 & '96 Shanna L. Griffin-Herman,
developmental psychology/M.S.-applied
psychology, moved to Hermiston, Oregon, for
a job as a middle school counselo{ and
talented & gifted facilitator. She now works as
a school counselor at Rocky Heights Elementary School in Hermiston. She married in 1987
and the couple are enjoying a new home and
giving back to the community.

•
•
•
•

'94 Laurie Lafser, English, is in her third year
teaching English and the performing arts at
Royal High School in Royal City, Washington.
She makes her home in nearby Moses Lake.

•
•
•
•

'94 Greg Martonick, Jr., business administration, received an M.A. in taxation from
Arizona State University. A certified public
accountant in both Arizona and Washington,
he is married and lives in Tempe, Arizona.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'94 Richard Tebetts, geography, continued
his education and received an M.A. in
geography from LSU and has been teaching at
Seattle Central High School since 1996.
Starting this year, he has been selling real
estate.

'95 Jennifer Rebecca Gilliland, English,
• married in 1997. She recently was hired as
• executive director of the Quincy Valley
• Chamber of Commerce, Quincy, Washington .

1999
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'95 Randolph Hedin-Baughn, criminal
justice, has become a father to a son, Logan
Aleczander, in 1997 and a daughter, Evah
Leigh Fabiana, in 1998.
'95 Sei lsomine, sociology, received her
master's in higher education administration
from West Virginia University in December
1998. She is now working for the International Student House, a non-profit organization, in Washington, DC, as program director.
This position allows her to work closely lYi.th
diplomats, foreign-service officers, and various
international students and interns for many
companies and organizations.
'95 Rex H. Lindquist, general studies, was
promoted to deputy fire chief with the city of
Kirkland, Washington, in February 1998. In
March 1999, he reached 25 years of service.
He also had been hospital commissioner for
Evergreen Community Health Care since
1996. He will be chairman of the board this
year.
'95 Sandy Otjen, reading, has been teaching
second grade at Sollers Elementary on Misawa
Air Base in Japan, since she graduated from
Eastern. She says that teaching military
dependents has been a wonderful experience
for her.
·
'95 Leslie Robb, physical education, teaches
physical education full time at Pacific Junior
High, Vancouver, Washington. and loves it!
She and her husband attribute their success in
part to the wonderful education they received
at EWU.

'95 Monty Robb, mechanics/technology, has
worked as an engineer, designing sawmill
parts. He then became foreman of a construction company and is currently training to be a
stockbroker in Portland, Oregon.
'95 Aaron Stenhoff, business administration,
is marketing manager for Macmillan Publishing in Indianapolis, Indiana. In the fall of
1999, he will be attending the University of
Indiana to complete a master's of business
administration degree.

· In Memoriam

•

person unit is currently deployed in the
Arabian Gulf and designed for self-contained
operations in any theater.

•
•
•
•

'97 Scott Zilrn, applied psychology, is a hall
director for the Department of Residence Life
and Student Housing at Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas.

•

'98 Keith James Cochran, psychology/
government, is a deputy in the Stevens
County Sheriff's Office. He lives with his wife
in Chewelah, Washington.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'69 Bernard Bjorvik, social work, died
September 22, 1998. He lived in Dalton
Gardens, Idaho, for many years and worked as
a logger until 1954. After graduating from
EWU, he was employed as a social worker for
the state of Washington for 20 years, retiring
in 1990. After retirement, he continued to
work part-time in the summers for the state
and spent his winters in Arizona. Memorial
contributions may be made to the Vanessa
Behan Crisis Nursery, 1004 E. Eighth Street,
Spokane, WA 99202.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'69 & '81 James Mark Myers, early childhood
education/MA-supervising (clinic) teaching,
died October 12, 1998. He was born in
Outlook, Washington. He was a farmer in
Outlook for 21 years before coming to EWU.
He taught at Cheney High School from 1965
to 1994. Myers was a member and past
president of the Cheney Lions Club, the
Yakima Guernsey Cattle Club, the Yakima
Dairymen's Association, and the Outlook
Grange . He was also a member of the Retired
Washington State Teachers Association.

•
•
•
•

'98 Jennifer Cusick, recreation management,
currently lives on Mercer Island, Washington,
and works for the city of Renton as an
assistant to the director.

•

'98 Pamela Darden-Stigall, special education
and developmental psychology, is working as
the lead addictions counselor for Juneau
Recovery Hospital's women's program, WESS
(Women Empowered, Safe & Sober). The
program is based at AWARE (Aiding Women
in Abuse & Rape Emergencies), the local
women's shelter. She also works part-time,
teaching children with disabilities for Hope
Cottages, Southeast Alaska.

•
•

•
•
•

'98 Anne Lightfoot, education, is currently
teaching at Lincoln High School in Tacoma,
Washington, as a special education teacher.
She is one of two teachers who teach students
with auJism, and she enjoys it greatly.
•
•
•

'98 Mandy Manning, electronic media, film
and theatre, currently works with developmentally disabled classes at Shelton high
school in Shelton, Washington. She also
volunteers as an English as a Second Language
tutor. In May, she will leave to serve in the
Peace Corps in Armenia as an ESL teacher.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'98 Sandy Marchand, developmental
psychology, has returned to her home state of
Indiana where she is director of Castleton's
Early Childhood Education Center, Indianapolis, Indiana. During the fall of 1999, she
will attend the University of Indiana to
complete her master's of business administration.

•
•
•
•

'96 Lorilyn Evens, health care service
administration, married and found a career in
health care. She works for Leisure Care, the
largest privately held assisted living company
in the nation. There, she specializes in
independent/assisted living retirement
communities.

'96 Travis Edwin Ewert, marketing, is
enjoying a very successful career in sales, and
would like to thank the EWU Business
Department for the excellent education he
received while at Eastern.
'96 Alison Grey, M.S.-clinical psychology,
would like to announce her engagement to
Oliver Murray. She is a coordinator of cient
services for the Sexual Assault Services of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. She misses
Cheney, but enjoys New England very much.
'96 Margaret M . Morris, M.S.W-social work,
is currently employed with Adams County as
a mental health professional.
'96 Laurie Ann Porter, biology, is a junior
chemist at IBP, Inc., Pasco, Washington, and
currently resides in Kennewick, Washington.

'97 April Miner, child development, received
a position after graduation as assistant
educational director at the Huntington
Learning Center in Spokane.
'97 Curtis Porter, liberal studies, has become
a lance corporal in the United States Marine
Corps. He is assigned to the 13th Marine
Expeditionary Unit and is part of the USS
Boxer Amphibious Ready Group. This 2,000-

•
•

•

•

'98 Charlotte R. (Forgey) Muir, education, is
currently employed as a FACS teacher for the
Morton School District, Washington.

•

'98 Amber O'Brien, developmental psychology, serves as the client service director at
Interim Personnel. She is also a member of
SHRM & NHRMA and has passed the
certification for Human Resource Professionals.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'98 Heather Skipworth, psychology, is a
direct care provider for developmentally
disabled and mentally ill people, and was
recently promoted to a management position.
Last September, she married her husband,
Seth, whom she met while at Eastern. They
now live in Olympia, Washington.

•
•
•
•
•
•

'98 Roseann Taculad, physical education,
worked most recently as a personal trainer
with the Columbia Athletic Club in Kirkland,
Washington. An avid traveler, she returned
from a trip to Paris, France and Madrid, Spain
last October. She volunteers with the Chicken
Soup Brigade and Seattle Art Museum. She
now lives in Seattle's Queen Anne neighborhood.

•

'80 Antonio Santoy, MSW social work, died
March 19, 1998. A veteran of the United
States Air Force, he served as a representative
on Migrant Education, working on numerous
migrant programs throughout the Yakima
Valley and the state of Washington. He taught
economics and welfare at Yakima Community
College and served as a job service specialist
for the state of Washington Employment
Security Department. He also actively served
on the Governor's State Board of Education.
'81 Ruth (Henry) Hickey, nursing, died
March 13, 1998. She worked as a nurse in
both psychiatric and veteran's hospitals in
Spokane and in Utah. She was an active
member of East Valley School District parent
organizations. Memorials may be made to the
American Cancer Society.
'83 Jean L. Matthews, English, died June 10,
1998. She most recently worked as a project
coordinator for People to People.
'87 Amy L. Trent, marketing, died June 2,
1998. She moved to Seattle, Washington, in
1988 and was a partner in APT Appraisal and
Consulting, LLC.

•
•
•

'93 Jamie L. Smith, developmental psycho!ogy, died on or about August 21, 1998. She
was born in Moses Lake, Washington, and
graduated from North Central High School in
1986. She married Douglas Smith in 1991 and
went on to earn her bachelor's degree from
EWU in 1993.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

'94 Marni (Brittain) Waggoner, communication disorders, died October 28, 1998. Marni
was a lifetime resident of Spokane and was
currently a student at the School of Pharmacy
at Washington State University. She was also
an avid distance runner. Memorial contributions may be made to the Spokane Humane
Society.

· Faculty & Staff
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leonard Fowler died July 5, 1998. He joined
the EWU faculty in 1975 as an artist in
residence. He was instrumental in creating a
dance department, which offered Russian
Classical Ballet. He developed a professional
dance curriculum for the EWU Department of
Theatre, and choreographed for the Spokane
Civic Theatre and the Spokane Opera House.
He retired in 1986 from EWU and was a freelance instructor and coach in Spokane.
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